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1. Introduction
The UK Web Archive is a shared resource and collaborative activity of the six UK
legal deposit libraries. Since April 2013 it has been a cornerstone of our collecting
under legal deposit. This report covers an exceptional year, which has highlighted the
strengths, resilience and adaptability of staff across the legal deposit libraries in
responding to collection challenges and maintaining services to users.
In this year, we have curated a detailed collection to document the UK’s experience
during the pandemic, and worked with our international partners to document the
global impact of coronavirus. We adapted our annual domain crawl of all UK
websites so that it could use cloud services and run during a period of remote
working and unprecedented demand on network bandwidth.
In our 15th anniversary year, we were also honoured to receive the ‘Safeguarding the
Digital Legacy’ Digital Preservation Award. The Award reflected the urgency and
importance of both web archiving and the research use of the archived web, and is
also recognition of the partners that we have worked with to develop the UK Web
Archive.
This report highlights the activities of the UK Web Archive over the last year (April
2020 - March 2021). The report looks at notable areas of interest such as collection
development, ongoing partnerships, projects and awards. It also shows headline
statistics in many aspects of the web archive service.
Coronavirus - A significant change for the UKWA, across all the library partners, has
been the impact of Coronavirus and the challenges of continuing the service while
working from home. Part of these changes has been that the 2020 annual Domain
Crawl of the UK Web this year has been done via ‘the cloud’ rather than through
UKWA servers. Reading rooms being shut or with limited capacity has also affected
the service to users.
Anniversary year - 2020 was the 15 year anniversary of the formation of a web
archive by national libraries and archives in the UK. In 2005 the ‘UK Web Archive
consortium’, a partnership of organisations looking to save key websites for future
historians, officially archived the first websites in the collection. At the same time,
curators started the first of what is now well over 100 curated collections.
It is notable that the UK Web Archive has grown and matured significantly in its
relatively short history. From archiving thousands of websites a year to the millions
that are now captured and permanently stored.
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Digital Preservation Award
Our long-term commitment to web archiving was recognised at the 2020 Digital Preservation
Awards. The UK Web Archive Team won ‘The National Archives (UK) Award for
Safeguarding the Digital Legacy’
John Sheridan, Digital Director at The National Archives,
explained that the award, ‘celebrates the practical
application of preservation skills to protect at-risk digital
objects, drawing attention to the concrete efforts to ensure
important elements of our generation’s digital memory can
remain available for future generations’.

Asking questions with web archives - introductory notebooks for historians
Looking to the emerging use of analytical tools to research the archived web, we were
pleased to work with Professor Tim Sherratt to extend the use of the GLAM Workbench
toolset to web archives. The project, called ‘Asking questions with web archives –
introductory notebooks for historians’, demonstrated how web archives could utilise Jupyter
Notebooks for specific historical research questions. This pilot project demonstrates how
useful this work can be in the future to the field of web archiving. The team comprised: Tim
Sherratt (Associate Professor of Digital Heritage at the University of Canberra and founder
and creator of the GLAM workbench), Andrew Jackson (Technical Lead - UK Web Archive,
British Library), Alex Osborne (Technical Lead Australian Web Archive - National Library of
Australia) and Ben O’Brien (Technical Lead New Zealand Web Archive - National Library of
New Zealand).
The project was made possible by funding by the International Internet Preservation
Consortium (IIPC). The notebooks created by the project, and supporting documentation and
worked examples can all be found at https://glam-workbench.net/web-archives/
The significance of this work was recognised in the British Library Labs Awards 2020,
winning the Research Award.
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2. Domain and Frequent Crawl update
Introduction
The UK Web Archive archives the web under two different methods: The ‘Annual Domain
Crawls’ and the ‘Frequent Crawls’. Once per year since 2013 UKWA have attempted to
collect as much of the UK based web space as possible. This process is largely automated
and results in the ingest of millions of websites. The ‘Frequent crawls’ represent target
websites (or web pages) that have been selected by a person, usually a curator.
It should be noted that even though the total number of websites collected under ‘Frequent
crawls’ is in the thousands rather than millions the total storage is approaching equality with
the ‘Domain crawl’ as they tend to represent the largest websites in the UK, and are
collected much more often.
The figures reported here are collated from the UKWA Reports tool, a web application that
summarises the size of Domain Crawls and Frequent Crawls, with statistics going back to
2013. Please bear in mind that a year represents a calendar year (January to December)
and not the financial year (April to March) of this overall Annual Report.

Annual Domain Crawl via the cloud in 2020
In 2020, the UK Web Archive implemented a change to the way that the web is collected.
Since 2013, until 2019, the UK web has been crawled via dedicated servers based at the
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British Library’s Boston Spa site. Due to the need to support staff working remotely during
2020, there was a concern that there would not be sufficient band-width available to use
servers based at Boston Spa for the Annual Domain Crawl. For this reason, the Annual
Domain Crawl itself has been gathered using rented servers at Amazon Web Services
(AWS). The underlying tools and methods remained the same. The experience of using
Cloud services are being evaluated and lessons learned documented but potentially this
results in a smoother and faster capture. The data itself will be ingested onto Library
controlled servers for long term storage and access.

Frequency
When targets are added through the Annotation and Curation Tool, curators have the option
to dictate the frequency of capture. Using their judgement and expertise curators can choose
between: Domain, Annual, six-monthly, quarterly, monthly, weekly and daily. ‘Domain’ adds
the target to the next ‘Annual Domain Crawl’ and ‘Annually’ archives once per year from the
date of entry by the user.

Domain Crawl
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly
Six-Monthly
Annually

20371
25142
12205
9151
12842
27513
17539
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Collection size
Size of domain crawls compared to frequent crawls - Note that in the chart below, the
proportion of frequently crawled material has grown year on year to equal and then, in 2018
and 2019, exceed the size of the domain crawl. The domain crawl collects millions of
websites only once per year and the frequent crawl collects thousands of websites multiple
times a year and in some cases daily.
Also note that 2021 only records the size of frequently crawled material from January to
March and that the annual domain crawl has yet to start. NOTE: The figure for 2020 domain
crawl was incorrectly stated in the original version of this document. It is updated below in
red.

Domain (TB) Frequent (TB)
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

34.41
62.14
75.73
104.83
77.81
59
63.7
0.095

5.25
9.69
14.37
26.73
26.71
61.95
105.64
59.6
41.74
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3. Collection update
This is an account of our main activity in developing thematic, curated collections during
2020 and 2021.
Coronavirus
Beginning in March 2020, a rapid response collection was initiated by the legal deposit
libraries to respond to the global pandemic, reflecting the UK experience of this
unprecedented event. At the time of writing, there are over 7,000 target records in the
collection.
Anti-Racism UK
In response to the UK anti-racism protests in May and June 2020, following the killing of
George Floyd in the US and the Black Lives Matter movement, the legal deposit libraries
started an ‘Anti-Racism UK’ collection. In addition, the British Library reached out to its
BAME Staff network, staff in Asia and Africa Collections and the Black Cultural Archives
Brixton for advice on how the UKWA could help collecting websites and what we should be
focussing on.
Black and Asian Britain
This existing collection is being reviewed with input from the British Library’s Content
Strategy Group and Anti-Racism project. The current collection structure does not allow us
to adequately describe the diversity of Back, Asian and minority ethnic communities in the
UK, therefore we will continue to seek co-curation on this collection by those organisations,
communities and individuals who are best placed to contribute, as well as supporting
external organisations to collect web content.
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UK Companies
Led by a member of the Business and IP Centre team at the British Library, this collection
includes a wide range of UK companies in all sizes and all sectors. This is one of two
collections developed to support the emphasis on ‘Economic Growth and Innovation’ in the
British Library’s strategy, Living Knowledge For Everyone.
UK Retail Industry
This collection focusses on start-ups and trends in retailing, reflecting the dramatic change
on the UK high street over the past decade as consumer expectations change and society
becomes more driven by the need for sustainability. The collection also aims to capture the
websites of those companies that have disappeared from the high street.
Climate Change Collection
One of the Library’s priorities is to support UK science, research and innovation and build
our STEM collections. The Climate Change collection was started in 2015 however a
systematic update is timely and necessary as the public profile of and concerns about
climate change has significantly grown over the past 5 years.
Chinese in London
This collection is led by a doctoral student at the University of Westminster and the 'China
Exchange' charity https://chinaexchange.uk/, an independent cultural charity based in
London Chinatown. This collection will reflect the desires of grass-roots Chinese community
organisations and individuals, “outside” the authorised heritage discourse, in preserving their
own memories, asserting their voices in history and expressing their diasporic identities.
Nursing
In 2020 the British Library partnered with the Royal College of Nursing to archive a collection
of nursing websites. The nursing community of practice is diverse in terms of geography,
clinical specialisms, ethnicity and special interests, and as such the web archive collection
reflects its breadth and depth. The World Health Organisation designated 2020 as the
International Year of the Nurse and Midwife.
New Media Writing Prize
The New Media Writing Prize run by the University of Bournemouth promotes the best in
innovative and experimental digital writing and explores the future of the ‘written’ word and
storytelling. This collection is part of the ‘Emerging Formats’ project which aims to develop
our capability for managing collections of complex digital objects.
NHS Collection
The NHS is the subject of a huge amount of research interest. This collection will, in time,
offer a one-stop-shop for access to primary materials about the NHS. The collection will
focus exclusively on official websites of NHS bodies with selective commentary and analysis
together with the websites of think tanks and research centres. It will include selected Twitter
feeds. The collection was initiated in March 2020 by the British Library's Government and
Official Information Team in partnership with the other UK legal deposit libraries.
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4. Legal Deposit Library Reports (partner reports)
The UK Web Archive is a partnership of all six UK Legal Deposit Libraries (LDLs).
The UK Web Archive receives input from all of the partner libraries. This includes dedicated
roles as well as many other staff members that contribute to the collections or in the
management and communication aspect. The collaborative nature of UKWA continues to be
a great strength.

Reading room locations in which UKWA Legal Deposit material is available

Bodleian Libraries
Hannah Chandler (Official Papers Librarian) has undertaken work to promote the UKWA and
provision of information about the UKWA across the LDLs as part of her work chairing the
LDL Reader Services Group. She has also been facilitating UKWA training sessions, with
Jason Webber (British Library), via the Bodleian iSkills programme to run in 2021. Hannah
also contributed to the Coronavirus pandemic collection during the first UK lockdown.
Matthew Neely (Senior Archivist) represented the Bodleian Libraries on the LD Web Archive
sub group.
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Cambridge University Libraries
Resources
Web archiving activities at CUL over the past year were carried out by the Head of Digital
Preservation and two staff members from the Archives.
Activity summary
Web archiving work over the past year mainly happened within the context of CUL’s
Covid-19 collection, which includes the deposit of digital and physical materials. The Head of
Digital Preservation, the Keeper of the University Archives, and an additional member of
staff from the Archives identified relevant websites, and work is still underway to create the
targets in ACT.
Communications about this collection also included asking readers to get in touch if they
wanted their website added to the UKWA.
This past year saw greater awareness amongst library staff around why some websites are
easier to capture than others, particularly challenges around data-driven websites and
websites with audiovisual content. One example CUL has been investigating is the Darwin
Correspondence Project website, where a member of staff from this project used
WebRecorder to capture web pages with embedded audio and audiovisual content. The BL
provided the training that allowed this CUL staff member to carry out the work.
There has been work to engage members of the University community in web archiving and
the UKWA. These members include those using web archiving tools (e.g. webrecorder) to
capture their own web content as well as academic staff interested in using web archives in
their own research.

National Library of Scotland
The Library was closed to readers on two occasions this year but is currently open again,
and has adapted to a mix of onsite working and working from home. Focused subject crawls
have covered the pandemic and Scottish Parliamentary elections. Home working had the
effect of affording a great opportunity for tackling some large collecting areas, covering
schools, sport, games, bands and charities.
More than two thousand sites relating to Scottish state and independent schools were
selected, using information from local authorities and bodies representing the independent
sector.
Scottish sport websites have also been a focus of activity this year, including:
●
●
●

Cricket
Yachting / sailing (as well as the RNLI stations in Scotland)
Golf clubs and associated sites about Scottish golf
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Motor sports clubs, including bikes, cars, and vehicles with engines
Hillwalking, mountaineering and climbing clubs
Athletics clubs
Cycling clubs
Tennis clubs
Bowling
Hockey
Volleyball
Aquatics, including swimming, diving, synchronised swimming and water polo
Scottish grass roots football & futsal, and a review of junior clubs previously selected
Equestrian pursuits such as horse riding, including riding for the disabled, polo and
carriage driving
Boxing
Rowing
Snow sport and snow sport venue sites

By far the biggest area in the sports realm is football, closely followed by the more sedate
bowling.
Other pursuits were also covered, including bridge, chess and a start on the large number of
angling clubs and facilities in Scotland.
Pipe bands are typically associated with Scotland and a large quantity of these have been
selected from all over the UK, with bands primarily in Scotland and Northern Ireland, and a
few in England and Wales. In addition, sites for brass bands that were once attached to
collieries or works, and that are still playing, were selected.
Finally, two areas of charitable concern were looked at: sites affiliated to the Association of
Talking Newspapers; and the charitable sector of social housing in Scotland.

National Library of Wales
Most of NLW activities have focused on contributing websites to Covid19, NHS and Black
and Asian collections. NLW has reached an agreement with NHS Wales to provide remote
access to their websites.
'The Government in Wales’ collection continues to be a key activity, consisting of many
websites collected by the National Library of Wales since 2007 relating to all forms of
Government across Wales. This important collection was made publicly available in January
2021. The collection has over 1350 websites and covers the levels of Welsh Government,
down to community council websites. The NLW are currently collecting websites for the
Welsh Parliamentary Election held on 6th May 2021.
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5. Annotation and Curation Tool statistics
The Annotation and Curation tool (ACT) is a browser based application used by curators and
other authorised users to add target websites (or web pages) to the UK Web Archive. Users
of ACT create ‘targets’ which can be a whole website, part of a website or perhaps a single
page or document. The ACT user also adds metadata, controls the frequency of capture and
determines under what criteria the target is being archived.

British Library

6450

National Library of Scotland

17147

National Library of Wales

1755

Bodleian Libraries, Oxford University 159
Cambridge University Library

220

Trinity College Dublin

0
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Criteria
When selecting targets for inclusion in the UK Web Archive curators are required to
document under which criteria they are included. An automatic check is conducted by the
ACT software to see if the target url ends in a UK top level domain or is on a server
geographically in the UK. If those criteria are not met the curator checks a UK postal
address, or verifies that a website is UK via correspondence with the owner, or uses
professional judgement.

Open Access Licences requested vs granted
Open Access licence requests are sent to website owners where a curator identifies that the
archived website is of particular significance to be made available beyond Legal Deposit
Library reading rooms. If granted, UKWA can make the archived website available online.
In 2020-21 25% of licence requests sent to website owners were granted. There were zero
refusals. Note that some licences granted may be from requests made in a previous year.
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Public Nomination form to submit UK websites
Suggestions for websites to be added to the UK Web Archive can be made via the ‘Save a
UK Website’ form on the UKWA website or via email.This is an important way that the public,
staff and external partners can help build the archive.
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6. Communications
Internal communications
Staff awareness - A priority for 2020 has been to increase awareness of the UK Web
Archive with staff at the Legal Deposit Libraries with a focus on front line (reading room)
staff.
The year began with a series of in-person presentations to all of the different reading room
teams at the British Library. This series was interrupted by the lockdown restrictions and
closure of libraries for significant portions of the year.
UKWA Autumn Conference 2020 - This is an annual conference aimed at staff from the six
UK Legal Deposit Libraries. The conference informs staff about the web archive, how it
works and how they can support library users. A fantastic keynote was given by Dr Paul
Gooding (University of Glasgow) on UK Legal Deposit. In addition there were talks by
curators on collecting the UK web and fascinating presentations from researchers on how
they have used the web archive. A key element of this conference is to keep staff informed
on how the web archive works and some of the potential that it has for our users. This
conference is now an annual feature.

External Communications
Events and Conferences - This reporting year offered the new challenge of all in person
events and conferences either being switched to online or being cancelled. It is notable that,
for the events held online, change has been a success and many more people have been
able to attend than might have been the case.
Some highlights have been:
Engaging with Web Archives conference, Maynooth University - August 2020
Nine different presenters at the conference highlighted their use or collaboration with the UK
Web Archive. Blog posts on each of the presentations are available on the UKWA blog.
WARCnet - May and November 2020
WARCnet is a project led by the University of Aarhus in Denmark looking at web archives
across Europe and how researchers can best use them. Three members of the UK Web
Archive team have taken roles in WARCnet working groups. This has included taking part in
several research projects and speaking at the two (online) conferences that took place in
2020. This project continues until 2022.
Olympics and Paralympics symposium
Helena Byrne, British Library, together with the British Society for Sports History (BSSH)
organised an online symposium aimed to coincide with the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. The event
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had over 100 registrations and was a great exponent of how sports historians use library and
archive collections. A further symposium is planned in 2021.
Being Human festival
Jason Webber, Engagement Manager, chaired a session at the Being Human Festival
organised by the School for Advanced Studies, University of London. The session was a
panel discussion of ‘Collecting 2020’ and was a fascinating- discussion on the challenges
and importance of contemporary collecting around the topics of the Coronavirus Pandemic
and the Black Lives Matter movement.
Blog - britishlibrary.typepad.co.uk/webarchive/
The UKWA blog, hosted by the British Library, regularly posts on a variety of aspects of web
archiving. This includes posts from partners, collaborators and researchers in addition to
team members. Examples:
●
●
●
●
●

University of Edinburgh’s Collecting Covid-19 Initiative: Collaborative Collection
Building with the UKWA - March 2021
2020 Domain Crawl Update - November 2020
15 Years of UKWA - Looking back at our first collections - July 2020
Using Webrecorder to archive UK political party leaders' social media after the UK
General Election 2019 - May 2020
The Brexit Collection in the UK Web Archive - April 2020

Social Media - @UKWebArchive
The UK Web Archive maintains an active twitter account promoting our work and that of
others in the web archive field and sometimes engaging with other twitter users.
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7. Research Engagement
Formal projects and collaborations
WARCnet
The aim of the WARCnet network is to promote high-quality national and transnational
research that will help us to understand the history of (trans)national web domains and of
transnational events on the web, drawing on the increasingly important digital cultural
heritage held in national web archives.
The network activities run in 2020-22, and they are funded by the Independent Research
Fund Denmark | Humanities (grant no 9055-00005B).
Cleopatra
The CLEOPATRA ITN, a Marie Skłodowska-Curie Innovative Training Network led by the
L3S Research Center at the Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz University of Hannover, aims to make
sense of the massive digital coverage generated by the intense disruption in Europe over the
past decade – including appalling terrorist incidents and the dramatic movement of refugees
and economic migrants.
The British Library hosted a 3 month placement in 2019 from the PhD student Caio Mello,
and will host two more PhD placements in late 2021. Following his placement, UKWA have
supported some of Caio’s ongoing work looking at the legacy of the 2012 and 2016
Olympics. Caio has given several presentations and blogs discussing his work in 2020, at
Engaging with Web Archives (EWA) and the UKWA Staff Conference.
University of Liverpool, ESRC North West Doctoral Training Centre Collaborative
Doctoral Award
Liam Markey is in his third year of his Phd, Military Victimhood 1918-Present. Liam is
supervised by Jason Webber, Web Archive Engagement Manager. This research has
focused on how the Armistice/Remembrance period has been portrayed in the media over
time in 10 year snapshots. This research is interesting for a web archive as it ranges over
print and online news as well as other online resources. Liam has written a number of blog
posts on his work and gave a very well received presentation at the UKWA Staff Conference.
Towards a National Collection: Searching for meaning through time: AI-assisted
historical document retrieval
This project, currently still in the bid process, aims to dissolve barriers between collections
by developing new digital search technologies to integrate text collections hosted at the
British Library (BL), Cambridge University Library (CUL), and the National Library of
Scotland (NLS). The project proposes work in three main strands:

1. New technology allows users to search for the meaning of words in different historical
periods, and trace the changing linguistic expressions of concepts through time.
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2. enable researchers to address critically important questions at scale, such as the
evolution of language about mental health, by combining computational methods with
expertise in library collections, digital humanities, and history.
3. Engage with the public in the design and development of the search engine through
user experience workshops and other engagement activities.
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8. UKWA User Statistics
Introduction
The figures below are predominantly sourced from Google Analytics and reflect public use of
the UK Web Archive - www.webarchive.org.uk. The following metrics are used as an
indication of user activity:
Sessions – a period of time a user is actively engaged with the website
Users – each user who has initiated at least one session during the date range specified
Page Views – the total number of pages viewed. Repeated views of a single page are
counted
Pages/Session - the average number of pages viewed in a session
Average session duration - the average amount of time users spend on the website
New Users – the number of new users during each month.
Due to changes in the way the web archive is served to users in Legal Deposit Library
reading rooms, it is no longer possible to report statistics separately for each library (as used
to be the case). There are, however, figures by city.

Users, Page views, Duration, New users - 4th quarter

Sessions
Users
Page Views
Pages/Session
Average Session Duration
New Users

Jan 2021

Feb 2021

Mar 2021

83,016
58,005
139,690
1.68
0:00:59
54,640

77,065
58,590
135,035
1.75
0:01:05
53,799

88,157
73,227
149,776
1.7
0:01:03
69,127

Users, Page views, Duration, New users - April 2020 to March 2021
Apr
Sessions
(000s)
Users (000s)
Page views
(000s)
Pages/Session
Avg Session
duration
New users
(000s)

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

67

72

69

59

48

56

55

55

60

83

77

88

47

49

45

40

37

43

42

43

49

58

59

73

162

165

166

147

119

130

123

108

107

140

135

150

2.38

2.3

2.4

2.47

2.45

2.3

2.22

1.96

1.80

1.68

1.75

1.7

01:12
44

01:08 01:11 01:11 01:15 01:14 01:15 01:14 01:09 00:59 01:05 01:03
46

43

38

34

42

40

42
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47

55

54

69
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Annual usage - 2013-2021

Location of users of the service
This section identifies where users are located when using the service from April 2020 to
March 2021. All figures are ‘pageviews’.
Global
UK
USA
India
Canada

China
Ireland

UK by Country

334,707
83,912
11,022
7,150
7,088
4,139

Scotland
England
Wales
Northern Ireland
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180,401
148,182
9,430
3,491

By city (no. of users) 2020-2021

London
Glasgow
Edinburgh
Cardiff
Dublin
Oxford
Cambridge

48,432
41,095
34,437
4,381
2,583
1,283
1,132

Heatmap of Users in the UK 2020-2021

Most popular collections/pages
Collections (pageviews):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Health and Social Care Act 2012 - NHS Reforms - 26,841
British Stand-up Comedy Archive - 1052
News sites - 831
London French Special Collection - 820
Pandemic Outbreaks - 580

Pages:
The Scotish government website links to a number of UK Web Archive pages and are by
some way the most viewed. The examples below are the top two.
1. www.gov.scot - Coronavirus (COVID-19): school and early learning closures guidance about key workers and vulnerable children - 13,459
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2. Scottish government - Building and Construction Procurement [Note: numerous
pages from scot.gov]
3. www.historicaldirectories.org/ - 763
4. Jiscdesignstudio.pbworks.com - 595
5. www.rhigosmemories.org.uk - 430
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9. International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC)
The British Library and the National Library of Scotland are both members of the IIPC. The
IIPC is an international community, bringing together the leading libraries and universities
engaged in web archiving around the world. It aims to promote the preservation worldwide of
web resources, advocate for the practice and use of web archives, and support web
archiving institutions and practitioners.

Steering Committee
The British Library has been a member of the IIPC Steering Committee since the founding of
the consortium in 2003. Ian Cooke has (amongst other things) taken this role during the
period of this annual report and has managed the PCO role (more below), helped form a
new Consortium agreement and strategic plan.

Programme and Communications Officer (PCO)
The British Library has hosted the role of Programme and Communications Officer (PCO) on
behalf of the IIPC since 2013. This vital role is the only paid professional member of staff. It
is therefore a lynchpin for coordinating activities, events and conferences in addition to the
organisation of committee meetings and financial matters. From April 2021 this role will
move from the British Library to the Council on Library and Information Resources (CLIR),
based in Washington D.C. Olga Holownia has been the PCO since 2016 and has both been
a great asset to the IIPC and a wonderful team member in the UK Web Archive. We look
forward to continuing to work closely with Olga in her expanded role at CLIR.

Content Development Working Group (CDG)
Nicola Bingham is the Co-Chair of the IIPC Content Development Working Group (CDG).
The groups aims are as follows:
“The Content Development Working Group (CDG) will pursue collaborative collections based
on themes or events which converge with the following criteria:
●
●
●
●

Of high interest to IIPC members;
Do not map to any one member’s responsibility or mandate;
Of higher value to research because it represents more perspectives than similar
collections in only one member archive would do;
Transnational in scope, but not necessarily “global”

This year the focus has been on collecting around the ‘Novel Coronavirus (Covid-19)’.
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Tools for Web archiving
Members of the UKWA technology team take an active role in the global maintenance and
advancement of the many open source tools and applications that power many web
archiving services. In particular the weekly online calls of ‘Online Hours: Supporting Open
Source’ have been a great way of pooling knowledge and expertise in technical skills from
many different institutions.
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10. Glossary
ACT
Annotation and Curation Tool. A browser based application used by UKWA staff and other
authorised users to add target websites or webpages to the UK Web Archive, add metadata
and manage curated collections and subject areas.
Collection
A curated group of targets chosen by one or more curators or subject specialists. These are
sometimes referred to as ‘special collections’ or ‘thematic collections’ and appear under the
‘Topics and Themes’ heading in the User Interface.
Crawling Frequency
How often a target is archived. I.E. daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, six-monthly, Annually
and Domain Crawl.
Domain Crawl (Annual Domain Crawl)
The yearly crawl of the UK Web domain. The Domain Crawl runs for up to 6 months of the
year, and aims to make as comprehensive a copy as possible of websites identified as being
in scope for legal deposit. Each annual domain crawl archives millions of web pages and
billions of files.
DPC
Digital Preservation Coalition
Frequent Crawl
The Frequent Crawl runs independently of the annual Domain Crawl. Crawl frequencies are
managed in ACT for targets identified by curators as having significant information content
that would change or disappear within a year, or have other features that would require more
regular capture. Although the number of websites in the frequent crawls represent a small
proportion of those in the Domain Crawl, they are typically much larger than average and the
size (in TB) of the frequent crawl in any year is close to (sometimes larger than) the annual
Domain Crawl.
Indexing
Two indexes are created for archived web content. The CDX index records the location of
each file in the web archive, enabling playback of the archived web resources. A full-text
index is also created using SOLR, to support the discovery services in
www.webarchive.org.uk. The SOLR indexes are very large files and resource intensive to
produce, so are created retrospectively.
NPLD
Non-print Legal Deposit, referring to regulations implemented from April 2013 that govern
the collection, preservation and access for digital works published in the UK, by UK legal
deposit libraries. These are the Legal Deposit Libraries (Non-Print Works) Regulations 2013.
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Target
A website, web page etc, identified and described in ACT. Targets could include multiple
URLs as seeds, where the website and its domain are considered one target. This target
record in ACT contains metadata that is used to inform Heritrix about crawl properties
related to the target.
URL
Uniform Resource Locator (a web address)
W3ACT
World Wide Web Annotation and Curation Tool, also referred to as ACT
WARC
A standard file type containing the web resources downloaded by a crawler. This is the
preservation standard used for the archived web.
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www.webarchive.org.uk
Email: web-archivist@bl.uk
Content provided by UKWA partners at
UK Legal Deposit Libraries
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